Recently, Hysitron have developed an in situ TEM nanomechanical testing apparatus which enables to develop a one-to-one relationship between imposed force/stress and individual deformation event with a time resolution equal to that of the video record device [1] [2] [3] [4] . In this talk, we reviewed our recent progress in the application of this unique in situ TEM device for probing the mechanical behavior of individual single crystal nickel and titanium alloy pillars [5, 6] .
The compression tests on [0001] oriented -Ti alloy pillars [6] find that the stress required for deformation twining increases drastically with decreasing sample dimension (d) until d is reduced to d c ~ 1 m, below which the DT is overtaken altogether by less correlated, ordinary dislocation plasticity, as shown in Fig. 1 . Accompanying the transition in deformation mechanism, the maximum flow stress of the submicron-sized pillars was observed to saturate at a value close to titanium's ideal strength. A "stimulated slip" model is developed to explain the strong size dependence of DT. The large sample size in transition is easily accessible in experiments, making our understanding of size dependence highly significant for applications [7] . 
